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Abstract—Studies have recently shown that the bacteria
survivability within biofilms is responsible for the emer-
gence of superbugs. The combat of bacterial infections,
without enhancing its resistance to antibiotics, includes the
use of nanoparticles to quench the quorum sensing of these
biofilm-forming bacteria. Several sequential and parallel
multi-stage communication processes are involved in the
formation of biofilms. In this paper, we use proteomic data
from a wet lab experiment to identify the communication
channels that are vital to these processes. We also identified
the main proteins from each channel and propose the
use of jamming signals from synthetically engineered
bacteria to suppress the production of those proteins. This
biocompatible technique is based on synthetic biology and
enables the inhibition of biofilm formation. We analyse
the communications performance of the jamming process,
by evaluating the path loss for a number of conditions
that include different engineered bacterial population sizes,
distances between the populations and molecular signal
power. Our results show that sufficient molecular pulse-
based jamming signals are able to prevent the biofilm for-
mation by creating lossy communications channels (almost
-3 dB for certain scenarios). From these results, we define
the main design parameters to develop a fully operational
bacteria-based jamming system.
Index Terms—Communications systems, Jamming, Syn-
thetic logic circuits, Biofilm suppression
I. INTRODUCTION
IN recent years, the field of molecular communica-tions has received considerable interests [1]–[3]. Its
objective is to develop communications systems that are
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constructed from molecular biological components and
systems found in nature [1], [3], [4]. One approach that
has been proposed uses bacteria to perform molecular
communications as carriers, transmitters or receivers.
This includes the application of their motility behaviour
to deliver DNA-encoded information [5]–[7], or engi-
neering their diffusion-based signalling process between
the cells [5], [7], [8]. For this case, the use of the bacteria
signalling system (a.k.a quorum sensing – QS) allow
communications engineers to synthetically coordinate
the emission of molecules, whereby in a natural setting
allow bacteria to perform certain functions, such as the
formation of biofilms [9]. The coordination created by
the QS signalling initiates a cascaded communications
process within bacteria that lead to these behaviours.
Biofilms can lead to numerous resistant infections
within the human body as well as environmental con-
tamination. This is largely due to the protective surface
that encapsulates the bacteria to allow them to survive
through varying environmental conditions [10]. A recent
concern has been raised about the role that biofilms
have in protecting the bacteria from antibiotics. This
protective mechanism has led to the emergence of the
superbug, which are bacteria that have resistance to all
current types of antibiotics [11]. Besides health issues,
biofilms are also known to impact the environment,
where they have led to contamination of fruits, veg-
etables and drinking water distribution systems [12],
[13]. The formation of biofilms is triggered by a multi-
stage communications process. Initially, bacteria will
search for a suitable and favourable environment to
form biofilms [14] (see Figure 1a). Once this location
is found, bacteria will form a biofilm infrastructure that
surrounds them and start to perform complex internal
communication processes that help to maintain the whole
infrastructure. This infrastructure is known as the Extra-
cellular Polymeric Substances (EPS) matrix [15]. Nu-
merous efforts have been dedicated for the dysregulation
of bacteria resistance mechanisms [16], [17] and for the
eradication of biofilms, including the use of chemical
agents or synthetically engineered mechanisms [18]–
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Fig. 1. A general illustration of the biofilm formation process in two different scenarios. (a) The biofilm bacteria within the transmitter
node TN will produce different molecular protein signals to induce the receiver bacterial population to form the biofilm. (b) The case where
engineered jamming bacteria node JN produces molecular protein signals that will interfere with the multi-stage communication process
between TN and RN biofilm bacteria, inhibiting the biofilm formation.
[20]. In this paper, we will investigate an approach for
preventing biofilm to form, based on interfering with its
multi-stage and parallel communication processes.
We propose the use of synthetically engineered bac-
teria to transmit diffusion-based jamming signals to a
group of bacteria that are aiming to produce a biofilm.
The proposed model is based on jamming systems used
in conventional wireless networks. This analogy map-
ping is illustrated in Figure 1b, where the engineered
bacteria within the jamming node (JN), through the QS
process, will emit concentrations of proteins to disrupt
the communication process of the biofilm forming bac-
teria (contained within the transmitter node TN and
receiver node RN). We focus on how the interaction
and communications process between two bacterial
populations, will prevent the formation of the biofilm.
The objective of the molecular pulse based jamming
signal is to degrade the performance (obtaining a high
path loss) of the TN and RN bacteria communications
link.
The modelling of molecular communications interfer-
ence process has been proposed before [21]. However,
there is no application of using natural bacteria signalling
for disrupting molecular communications systems, and
in particular for a biotechnology application, such as
bacterial biofilm suppression. Our pulse based jamming
model includes emulated digital toggle switches for the
RN bacterial population, that change between states
depending on a specific induction signal. For our model,
we consider that the molecular pulse-based jamming
signal will induce the production of proteins that
inhibit the biofilm formation. We identified a number
of channels used in the communication process for the
biofilm formation and modelled each one as toggle
switches [22]–[27]. The aim is to force the induction of
suppressor molecules as the molecular pulse-based jam-
ming signal that will prevent the formation of bacterial
biofilms. We integrate the use of synthetic biology and
molecular communications to develop this biocompatible
solution. The main contributions of this paper are:
• Identification of weak points within the biofilm
formation multi-stage communications to inter-
fere using a molecular pulse-based jamming sig-
nal. We identify three main internal communica-
tion channels and their corresponding signalling
proteins. For this paper, we used raw mass spec-
trometry proteomics data collected from wet lab
experiments.
• Design of a pulse-based jamming model to in-
terfere an end-to-end bacteria-based molecular
communications systems. We use a bacterial popu-
lation to emit quorum sensing molecules to disrupt
and lower biofilm-related protein production. The
path loss metric is used to determine the perfor-
mance of the proposed model.
• Actuation on a bacteria natural behaviour using
synthetic biology and molecular communica-
tions. The effectiveness of the proposed interfering
system is dependent on the number of jamming
molecules that reach the bacterial population and
disrupt its intracellular signalling system. We emu-
late the internal bacterial process of activation (or
deactivation) of the molecules to create the biofilm
as toggle switches. The switching mechanism is
then controlled by the molecular communications
of proteins emitted by the engineered jamming
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Fig. 2. Wet-lab demonstration of the S. aureus biofilm formation in
a 96-well microtiter plate. The top row shows the isolated bacteria,
leading to the biofilm formation. The bottom row shows the S. aureus
after being treated with supernatant of Streptomyces sp. GKU 223,
preventing the biofilm formation. Both cultures were cultivated in the
96-well microtiter plate at 37◦C for 16 and 24 hours. The biofilm
mass was stained using crystal violet. This result shows that the
biofilm formation can be prevented based on applying supernatant,
which in turn suppresses certain communication channels.
bacteria.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we describe the Staphyloccocus aureus biofilm
formation as a communications system and how it can
be engineered to promote and suppress biofilm-related
proteins. In Section III we present the physical model
of the bacteria-based molecular communications system
and the pulse-based jamming system. The analysis of
different interfering scenarios for the proposed commu-
nications system is presented in Section IV. Lastly, in
Section V we present our conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND ON COMMUNICATIONS PROCESS
FOR BIOFILM FORMATION
In order to determine the multi-stage communication
process of biofilms, as well as deducing the types of
proteins used in the signalling, wet lab experimental
work was conducted. In the experiments, Staphylococ-
cus aureus (we will refer to this as S. aureus for
the remainder of the paper) was used as a biofilm-
producer. Proteomic data were collected and compared
between the stages during the full formation, and the
case when a chemical agent is applied to prevent
the formation. The proteomic data was deposited to
jPOST (http://repository.jpostdb.org/, ID: JPST000480
and PXD010815). This chemical agent can be produced
by a separate species known as a marine Streptomyces sp.
GKU 223 [29]. Figure 2 demonstrates this comparison,
where we can observe the difference in the biofilm mass
after 16 and 24 hours when S. aureus was grown on
its own (leading to biofilm formation) versus the case
when biofilm was inhibited when in contact with the
active chemicals produced by Streptomyces sp. GKU
223. Figure 3 shows the protein expression level of
capsular biosynthesis, cellular stress, virulence, cell via-
bility, and biofilm formation of S. aureus. The obtained
data (see Figure 3) showed three different sets of proteins
(i.e., internal communications channels) that directly
facilitated the multi-stage communication process for the
biofilm formation. The internal communication channels
are comprised of cellular defence channel, cellular stress
response channel, and energy supply channel. For each
of these channels, the proteins are triggered during
different stages of the biofilm construction, as shown in
Figure 4. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to piece
out the relevant proteins for each of the channels and to
disrupt their production through the jamming process.
Detailed description for each of the channels will be
presented in this section, as well as a description of
the emulated toggle switch that controls the intra-cellular
signalling for the protein production.
A. Cellular Defence Channel
Bacteria constantly monitor and respond accordingly
to environmental changes. They coat their membranes
using Capsular Polysaccharides (CPS) as a defence
mechanism to these changes [22]. Each bacterial species
can synthesize a number of different CPS serotypes. For
example, S. aureus can synthesize up to thirteen different
serotypes, which provide a better defence mechanism
when compared to other bacterial strains [22]. Figure
5 presents the communications system involved in the
CPS synthesis for S. aureus. The CPS starts to be
produced when the bacteria sense specific environmental
cues, including the culture medium’s pH, iron limitation
and CO2 availability [10], [23]. These environmental
signals trigger the expression of CapM, which induces
the cascade production of other capsular polysaccha-
rides (CapL, Cap5I/Cap8H, Cap A/B and Cap5J/Cap8I).
Therefore, targeting the suppression of CapM will affect
the entire defence channel and prevent biofilm formation
[24].
B. Cellular Stress Channel
In response to cellular stress, bacteria can produce a
matrix of Extra Polymeric Substances that protects them
from physical attacks [25]. One of main components of
the matrix is the Polysaccharide Intercellular Adhesin
(PIA) [25]. In S. aureus, the Agr quorum sensing system
induces the production of PIA mediated by Staphylococ-
cus acessory regulator A (SarA) and ica pathway. The
activation of the global regulator SarA also induces the
production of other Microbial Surface Components Rec-
ognizing Adhesive Matrix Molecules (MSCRAMMs) like
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Fig. 3. A highlight of the most significant 19 proteins extracted from more than 1500 different types that were detected in the two experiment
cases (S. aureus on its own and S. aureus mixed with the supernatant of Streptomyces sp. GKU 223). These concentration levels are important
for characterising the three bacterial internal communication channels that are essential towards biofilm formation and maintenance: defence,
energy supply and cell stress response.
Fig. 4. Temporal illustration of the key proteins produced for
the cellular defence, cellular stress response, and energy supply
communication channel produced by the bacteria during the biofilm
formation. Each of the proteins for the three communication channels
is triggered at various stages of the biofilm lifetime.
lytR, FnBPA, FnBPB, sasG and atl (see Figure 6). These
proteins are produced in response to any stress subjected
onto the bacterial surface [25]. High concentration levels
of these proteins within the bacterial cell will result in
stronger adhesion to the substrate, as well as to other
cells. Therefore, low levels of adhesins produced by SarA
suppression can contribute towards the disassembling
of the biofilm matrix structure. This particular protein
molecule will be targeted for the jamming process.
C. Energy Supply Channel
The gene responsible for the respiratory response
(srrA) in S. aureus acts as a global regulator of virulence
factor and also has an important role in biofilm formation
[26]. In environments with low oxygen, srrA is activated
and promotes cellular adaptation for bacterial population
maintenance (see Figure 7). In this case, the energy
supply is provided through fermentation using the ica
pathway and enzymes (nrdD and nrdG) [26]. However,
low levels of srrA can lower the biofilm energy supply
to a minimum level and contributes towards the biofilm
disassembling process [27], which will also be another
targeted protein for our proposed jamming process.
D. Toggle Switches Emulation
A molecular pulse-based jamming signal will trigger
the production of specific suppressors, in order to reduce
the production of the targeted proteins in each channel.
This process can be emulated through the activation of
toggle switches. In order to achieve this, we abstracted
the protein production processes hD1(t), hS1(t) and
hF1(t) (shown in Figure 5-7) as toggle switches that
will trigger a cascade effect for each internal communi-
cation channel. As illustrated in Figure 8, the identified
proteins CapM, SarA, srrA (target points along the
communication process) will be one input for each of
the toggle switches. Complementing these proteins, we
have identified three other proteins that can be used as
the second input to control the toggle switch. Effectively,
these second inputs will lower the levels of the first
inputs. The jamming signal will induce the production
of KdpDE, interfering with CapM production, which
has been suggested to decrease the transcription level
of CPS [24]. In the case of the cellular stress toggle
switch, the jamming signal will induce SarR production,
which is a repressor for SarA production [30], and, for
the energy supply toggle switch, srrA can be repressed
by the induction of pYJY4 protein [27].
We consider a fast and reversible binding process
between the molecular pulse-based jamming signals and
the bacterial receptors. The toggle switches will be
induced by the jamming signal as shown in Figure 8.
Therefore, each switch can be modelled based on the
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Fig. 5. The sequential stages of protein production, and their corresponding channel, during the cellular defence communications system.
The selected protein highlighted in bold, CapM, is the molecular pulse-based jamming target. The signal wd(t) is the input signal that
triggers the defence channel communication cascade
Fig. 6. The sequential and parallel stages of protein production,
and their corresponding channel, during the cell stress response
communications system (please note that certain channels are results
of protein summations from previous stages). The selected protein
highlighted in bold, SarA, is the molecular pulse-based jamming
target. The signal ws(t) is the input signal that triggers the stress
channel communication cascade.
Fig. 7. The sequential stages of protein production, and their
corresponding channel, during the cell energy production commu-
nications system. The selected protein highlighted in bold, srrA, is
the molecular pulse-based jamming target. The signal we(t) is the








where X represents the protein levels of CapM, SarA or
srrA, Y represents the protein levels of KdpDE, SarR or
pYJY4, β is the maximum production rate for the selected
inputs; α is the repression constant for the promoters
X and Y , wY and wX are the molecular pulse-based
jamming signals that induce the toggle switches to work,
KX = X/(1+(wX/K)
n) and KY = Y/(1+(wY /K)n)
are binding constants, γ is the first-order decay constant
and n is the Hill coefficient.
III. THE PHYSICAL MODEL
The previous section described how biofilm inhibition
can be achieved by suppressing specific proteins, and
how this could be achieved through a toggle switch
model that controls the intracellular signalling pathways
controlling the protein production. Therefore, from a
communication systems perspective, we must develop
Fig. 8. The targeted protein production of CapM, SarA, srrA for
the three internal communication channel, and its control can be
represented as toggle switches. (a) The cellular defence system can
be triggered by an increasing level of CapM and deactivated by
an increasing level of KdpDE. (b) For the cellular stress response
communications, SarA is deactivated by an increased level of SarR.
(c) For the energy system, srrA is deactivated by an increased level
of pYJY4.
a model that will lead to the production of molecular
pulse-based jamming signals that will interfere with the
three internal communications channels, and suppressing
the production of the targeted proteins. Our objective
is to ensure the molecular protein jamming signals will
reach the receiver biofilm bacteria population, bind to
the bacterial membrane surfaces and block the cascade
of sequential protein production events that will result in
the inhibition of biofilm formation.
A general perspective of the proposed molecular com-
munications system is presented in Figure 9. We consider
a finite 2D aqueous environment with two bacterial
populations (to recreate the environment of the wet-lab
experiment). One will act as transmitter and receiver
biofilm bacteria (placed in the transmitter and receiver
nodes), TN and RN respectively and the other will be
the engineered bacteria placed in the jamming node JN.
The transmitter node TN is composed of nt bacteria
which will send a signal to the receiver node RN (with
nr bacteria). The jamming node JN, with nj bacteria,
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Fig. 9. Molecular communications system model to disrupt the
biofilm formation.
will produce signals that influence the toggle switches
of the receiver node RN bacteria in order to disrupt
their internal communications channels (as presented in
Section II). Each bacterium in TN and JN is considered
as an emitting point source and is placed at random
locations within a circle of radius rTN and rJN from
the centre of the receiver node. Both the biofilm forming
signalling molecules, as well as the jamming signalling
molecules, propagates through free diffusion in the aque-
ous medium. We ignore the effects of collision that can
occur among the molecules during the diffusion process.
The biofilm bacteria in the transmitter node are re-
sponsible for producing and diffusing a signal to induce
the behaviour of the bacteria population in the receiver
node to form a biofilm. The signal, denoted by ATN,e(t̂),
is the QS signalling produced by the transmitter biofilm
bacteria population. The jamming signal, AJN,e(t̂), is
the time-related concentration of the proteins capable of
activating the toggle switch for each internal communi-
cations channel of the receiver bacteria. In our model,
both the communication for the biofilm formation and
the molecular pulse-based jamming signal are described







− k1Rm(t̂)Am(t̂) + k2RAm(t̂)
























where Am(t̂), Am,e(t̂), Rm(t̂), RAm(t̂), Cm(t̂) are the
internal and external autoinducer, receptor, complex and
dimerized complex concentrations, respectively; cA and
cR are the transcription basal levels for Am(t̂) and
Rm(t̂), respectively; kA and kR are the transcription
rates; KA and KR are the degradation rates, k0 − k5
are the translation rates; pin and pout are transport rates
inside and outside the bacteria, respectively; t̂ = t − τp
and τp is the production delay; and m = TN is when the
molecular signals are emitted by the transmitter biofilm
bacteria or m = JN if the molecular signals are emitted
by the engineered bacteria.
In absence of the molecular pulse-based jamming
signal, the received signal s(t) can be expressed as
s(t) = ht(t) ∗ (ntATN,e(t̂)) + n(t) (8)
where n(t) is the Additive White Gaussian Noise, t is
the time in hours and ‘∗’ denotes a convolution operation
[33].
After reaching the receivers, the molecular pulse-
based jamming signal will affect the protein production
related to the initial steps of each internal communica-
tions processes. To interfere with the legitimate trans-
mission, all engineered bacteria in the jamming node
JN will diffuse molecules at the same time towards
the receiver biofilm bacteria population. However, there
are cases where parts of the bacterial population in
JN are synchronised, and others are not, compromising
the jamming effectiveness (see Figure 10). We evaluate
this scenario by considering that the bacteria population
in the jamming node JN can have v partitions with
each starting to produce jamming molecules at different
time periods. Therefore, these partitions can suffer from
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Fig. 10. An illustration of the jamming bacterial population partitions
that represent segmented bacterial populations which will diffuse
molecules at different time periods. Since in this example v = 3,
the jamming node JN will have three random τd,v values.
different delays in the system and (8) can be represented
as





hj(t− τd,v) ∗ (nj,v[AJN,e(t̂)])+n(t),
(9)
where τd is the propagation delay for a signal produced
by the engineered bacteria in the jamming node JN (in
hours), and rJN is the Euclidean distance between the
JN and RN populations.
Bacteria diffuse molecules into the environment when
signalling between each other [9]. These molecules
propagate by Brownian motion and can be represented
through Fick’s law [34]. The received signal will vary
according to time and the distance between the TN-
RN and JN-RN populations. The channel for both the
transmitter biofilm bacteria and the engineered bacteria













where rTN and rJN are the average Euclidean distances
from the centre of the transmitter node TN and jamming
node JN to the centre of the receiver node RN and v is
the velocity of the wave formed by the molecular pulse-
based jamming signal propagation.
To measure the impact of the interference on the
legitimate transmission we evaluate the path loss PL in
this system. Using equations (3)-(10), the path loss mea-
sured at receiver node RN when there are no engineered
bacteria present can be expressed as
TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE EQUATIONS
(3)-(13). THE VALUES WERE OBTAINED FROM [32]. THE VALUES
FOR β , K , n AND α WERE OBTAINED BY FITTING EQUATION (1)
AND (2) TO THE EXPERIMENT RESULTS SHOWED IN FIGURE 3.
Variable Value Unit
cA, cR 2.7× 10−2 nM
kA, kR 2× 10−3 d−1
k0 1× 10−2 d−1
k1, k2, k4, k5 0.1 d−1
k3 1× 10−2 d−1
KA, KR 2× 10−3 gm−3
pin, pout 0.1 d−1
[ATN ]initial 2 nM
[RTN ]initial, [RJN ]initial 0.15 nM
[RATN ]initial, [RAJN ]initial 0 nM
[CTN ]initial, [CJN ]initial 0 nM
[AeTN ]initial, [A
e



















where T is the duration of the transmitted signal. When
the engineered bacteria start to produce the molecular
pulse-based jamming signal, the path loss PLJ at the re-
ceiver for this scenario can be evaluated using equations














Our interest in this analysis is to obtain the highest at-
tenuation on the legitimate signal by interfering with the
communication process leading to the biofilm formation.
This will result in an ideal jamming performance. Con-
sequently, more proteins will reach the biofilm receiver
bacteria and activate their internal communications chan-
nels. This whole cascade will suppress production of
biofilm-forming proteins. The parameter values used to
evaluate all the equations in this paper are presented in
Table I.
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Fig. 11. The path loss in dB for a variable number of engineered
bacteria at a fixed distance between JN and RN bacterial populations
(rJN = 5µm, 60, 000µm and 80, 000µm). There is also no delay
associated to both the production and transmission for the legitimate
and molecular pulse-based jamming signals, τd = τp = 0.
A. Path Loss Analysis
In this section, we analyse the impact of the molec-
ular pulse-based jamming signals from the engineered
bacteria on the TN channel. We analysed equations (12)-
(13) by varying the number of engineered bacteria in
the jamming node (nj ranging from 1 to 1000), where
each JN bacterium could produce two distinct jamming
signals ([AJN ]initial = 0.2 nM and [AJN ]initial = 1 nM).
We considered that the engineered bacteria population in
the jamming node is composed by one single partition
(v = 1), there is no delay for the production and
propagation for the legitimate and interfering signals
(τd = τp = 0), three different JN-RN distances (5µm,
60.000µm and 80.000µm), both the legitimate and
molecular pulse-based jamming signals were produced
within 16 hours and the noise power was considered as
σ2n = 1.
It can be observed from Figure 11 that the attenuation
increases proportionally with the number of engineered
bacteria. The power of a molecular pulse-based jamming
signal also affect the path loss for this system. A greater
attenuation is produced by the higher power molecular
signal when compared with the lower power. Despite
the variations caused by the power of the molecular
pulse-based jamming signal, the noise does not produce
a strong effect on the path loss and this is due to the low
power level (Pn = 1W ). Figure 11 shows that the path
loss can also vary according to the average distance be-
tween the engineered and biofilm receiver bacteria rJN .
However, small variations in the average distance rJN
do not produce noticeable attenuation values. For this
Fig. 12. The channel attenuation when the production of the molecu-
lar pulse-based jamming signal is delayed. In this case, the interfering
channel has a single propagation delay (for a single partition) and
multiple delays (for multiple partitions). We also consider a variable
number of engineered bacteria at a fixed distance to the receiver node
RN.
particular scenario, within the considered observation
time, most of the protein concentration diffused by the
engineered bacteria is able to reach the biofilm bacteria
receiver. Therefore, they almost do not differ from the
case when rJN = 5µm. From this result, we can see
that both the average distance rJN and the power of
the molecular pulse-based jamming signal are important
parameters to ensure a higher interference requirement
on the bacterial internal communications channels.
Next, we analyse the impact of both the production
and propagation delays in the path loss. We consider an
average JN-RN distance (rJN = 60.000µm) and vary
the number of engineered bacteria during an observation
window of 16 hours. In this case, the propagation delay
τd,v is produced by the diffusive medium for each
partition. Without loss of generality, we considered the
propagation delay τd,v is random and range from 0 to
4 hours. In Figure 12, we can observe the compari-
son between the synchronised transmission scenario and
when the single and multiple partitions are subjected
to random propagation delay values (τd,1 = 3.53 hours,
τd,2 = 3.94 hours, τd,3 = 1.63 hours, τd,4 = 0.20 hours).
For the single and multiple partitions curves presented
in Figure 12 the quorum sensing production is delayed
by τp = 3hours.
The single partition case (τd,1 = 3.53 hours), with a
low molecular pulse-based jamming signal power, results
in a lower path loss, when compared to all other cases.
On the other hand, for a high molecular pulse-based
jamming signal power, the same single partition produces
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Fig. 13. The effect of the propagation delay τd,v on the path loss for
a single partition transmission (τp = 3 hours). We also considered a
fixed number of engineered bacteria (nj = 200) and three different
distances to the receiver node values.
a higher path loss. When subjecting this communication
system to multiple delays, the path loss is similar to
the single partition case, for both low and high power
interfering with molecular signals. The worst path loss
occurs when the system is affected by a synchronised
molecular pulse-based jamming signal. However, is im-
portant to note that is possible to achieve a worse path
loss scenario if using a higher number of engineered bac-
teria (nj ≥ 800) and a high power molecular pulse-based
jamming signal. These results show that the molecular
pulse-based jamming signal power can compensate the
effects of a single or small delays. They also highlight
the importance of using synchronised transmissions to
obtain a higher interference.
For the last analysis of this communication sys-
tem path loss, the following conditions are considered:
three rJN average distances were considered (5µm,
60, 000µm, 80, 000µm) and a single partition composed
by nj = 200 engineered bacteria producing a delayed
low power molecular pulse-based jamming signal (τp =
3 hours) which is subjected to three propagation delays
(τd,1,1 = 2.28 hours, τd,1,2 = 2.50 hours and τd,1,1 =
3.16 hours). Figure 13 shows that when subjected to the
lower propagation delay τd,1,1, more molecular pulse-
based jamming signal is able to reach the receiver. The
opposite effect occurs for the higher propagation delay
value τd,1,3. It also can be seen in Figure 13 that these
results are independent of the distance from the receiver
rJN , despite affecting on the total amount of received
molecular pulse-based jamming signal. For example,
there is a reduction of more than 90% when comparing
the shortest and the longest distances (rJN ) considered
in this analysis.
Figures 11-13 also shows that both the propagation
delay and the average distance between the engineered
bacteria and the biofilm bacteria receiver are important
factors for the design of this communication system.
The highest path loss value is achieved for the case
of synchronised molecular pulse-based jamming signals,
which means that a lower concentration of protein is
able to reach the RN bacterial population and activate
the defence, stress and energy communications channels.
Consequently, to ensure the high interference needed to
suppress the biofilm formation, a shorter rJN distance
and a lower propagation delay, either for single or
multiple sources of interference, are fundamental.
B. Toggle Switch Activation Analysis
In this section, we analyse the toggle switch activation
performance based on the results presented in Section
IV-A. To activate a toggle switch, a certain amount
of molecular pulse-based jamming signal is required to
reach the RN bacterial population and induce the pro-
duction of the biofilm suppression proteins (as described
in Section II, each internal communication channel has
a target protein to be induced). Since the total amount
of received molecular pulse-based jamming signal is
important to trigger the switches, we conducted two
analyses. In all cases, the number of engineered jamming
bacteria and the number of receiver biofilm bacteria are
fixed (nj = 1000 and nr = 1000, respectively).
First, we evaluate the amount of pulse-based jamming
signal molecules that reach the receiver node within 16
hours. In this case, we assume a fixed distance between
the engineered bacteria and the receiver nodes (rJN ),
synchronised transmission, a single partition subjected
to propagation delay τd,1 = 0.33 hours, and multi-
ple partitions subjected to propagation delay τd,1 =
0.33 hours, τd,2 = 3.29 hours, τd,3 = 0.23 hours and
τd,4 = 0.51 hours. As seen in Figure 14, the synchronised
transmission is the most efficient in reaching the toggle
switch threshold (around 8.5hours). However, this result
is not so different when compared with the time taken by
both the single and multiple partitions (around 8.7hours
and 9hours, respectively). We emphasise that the results
shown in Figure 14 are dependent on the propagation
delay values. It is possible that a single partition reaches
the toggle switch threshold later when compared to the
multiple partition. However, this is not very likely to
occur.
The cumulative molecular pulse-based jamming signal
reception for a synchronised and delayed transmission
is plotted against the toggle switch activation threshold.
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Fig. 14. The cumulative molecular pulse-based jamming signal
reception for a synchronised and delayed transmission is plotted
against the toggle switch activation threshold.
Second, we evaluate how fast the received molecular
pulse-based jamming signal induces the production of
biofilm suppressors. In the previous analysis, we identi-
fied that both the production and propagation delays have
an impact on the amount of pulse-based jamming signal
molecules that reach the receiver node. Furthermore, for
both the synchronised and the single partition transmis-
sions, more pulse-based jamming signal molecules were
able to reach the toggle switches activation threshold.
Therefore, to perform this second analysis, using the
same parameter values of Figure 14, we fit the received
protein concentration of the previous analysis as two
quadratic functions (for the single partition as well as for
the multiple partition scenarios) and use it to induce the
toggle switches. The other parameters needed to evaluate
Equations (1) and (2) are obtained from the experimental
data presented in Figure 3, including the starting values
for X and Y (81 nM and 2 nM, respectively). For this
analysis, we define the activation time as the period taken
by the suppressor concentration to become higher than
the biofilm formation protein. Figure 15 shows the theo-
retical curve obtained for the cellular stress communica-
tions channel considering a fixed inducer concentration
and plotted against the synchronised and delayed molec-
ular pulse-based jamming signal transmissions. There is
almost no difference between single and multiple delay
transmission activation time. Therefore, in Figure 15
we are only able to compare the theoretical curve with
the synchronised and delayed transmissions. As seen in
Figure 15 the theoretical activation of the toggle switch
occurs around 1.5 hours and takes more than 6 hours
for the suppressor signal to reach its maximum value
Fig. 15. Toggle switch activation of the cellular stress channel
for three different scenarios. For each scenario, a few parameters
were modified to observe the different toggle switch behaviours. The
parameters used to evaluate these plots are presented in Table I.
(this is the green solid curve). The fastest toggle switch
activation occurs when the molecular pulse-based jam-
ming signal is transmitted without delays. However, the
difference between the synchronised and delayed cases
is small, where the delayed transmission activates 12
minutes later compared to the case of the synchronised
transmission. Additionally, the reducing of the biofilm
formation proteins takes the same amount of time in
all cases observed. This result suggests that despite the
delays can disrupt the communication process related to
the biofilm formation, it is not strong enough to affect
the activation of the toggle switches and, consequently,
it demonstrates the robustness of the proposed molecular
pulse-based jamming system. Please note that we only
analyse the toggle activation for the cellular defence
channel as other two bacterial internal communications
channels, namely energy and defence channels, produced
similar results to the ones shown in Figure 15.
V. CONCLUSION
Biofilms are responsible for a number of chronic in-
fections, and numerous solutions are continuously being
researched to curb their formation. Since this system
involves a multi-stage communication process between
the bacteria, we show that biofilm formation can be
disrupted by applying a molecular pulse-based jamming
signal. Based on wet lab experiments, we were able
to identify three internal communication channels that
lead to the biofilm formation. For each of them, we
identified key proteins that need to be targeted for the
jamming process. We show that the molecular pulse-
based jamming signal degrades the biofilm bacteria
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communication to a level that is sufficient to interfere
with the biofilm-related protein production, represented
by emulated toggle switches. This paper presented an
analysis for a number of parameters that include the
difference in population between the jamming as well
as biofilm-forming bacteria, the distances between these
populations and the power of the molecular pulse-based
jamming signal from the engineered bacteria. We also
analysed the impact caused by the different number of
partitions and their respective production and propaga-
tion delays on the amount of pulse-based jamming signal
molecules arriving at the receiver node RN. Our results
suggest that the average distances between the jamming
and receiver nodes, as well as the delays that the molec-
ular pulse-based jamming signal is subjected to, have a
high impact on the communications process that leads
to the biofilm formation. The obtained results lay the
foundation for key design parameters that are needed
to ensure a fully operational bacteria-based molecular
communications jamming system, and this includes: en-
gineering the JN bacterial population and placing them
at a strategic distance to the biofilm-forming bacteria,
ensuring synchronisation between the jamming signal
transmission and molecular signalling between the TN
and RN bacterial populations, and synchronising the
engineered jamming bacterial population molecular sig-
nal production to ensure that sufficient concentration is
produced without stressing the engineered bacteria.
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